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ABSTRACT

In this work, a cell agglomeration strategy for the cut cells arising in the extended dis-
continuous Galerkin (XDG) method is presented. Cut cells are a fundamental aspect of
unfitted mesh approaches where complex geometries or interfaces separating sub-domains
are embedded into Cartesian background grids to facilitate the mesh generation process. In
such methods, arbitrary small cells occur due to the intersections of background cells with
embedded geometries and lead to discretization difficulties due to their diminutive sizes.
Furthermore, temporal evolutions of these geometries may lead to topological changes across
different time steps. Both of these issues, i.e., small-cut cells and topological changes, can
be addressed with a cell agglomeration technique. In this work, a comprehensive strategy for
the typical issues associated with cell agglomeration in three-dimensional and multiprocessor
simulations is provided. The proposed strategy is implemented into the open-source software
package BoSSS and tested with 2- and 3-dimensional simulations of immersed boundary
flows.

Keywords cut cell · discontinuous Galerkin · extended/unfitted DG · XDG · multiphase flows

1 Introduction

Numerical simulations play a critical role in a wide range of engineering applications, where the generation
of a suitable mesh is of significant importance as it serves as a key component in these simulations. However,
ensuring the quality and precision of meshes involving complex geometries necessitates special considerations,
particularly when irregular boundaries are involved. While conforming the computational mesh to the
boundaries may appear the easiest solution at first glance (i.e., body-fitted mesh), it poses significant
difficulties, especially in the context of multi-phase or multi-physics systems [1, 2]. The mesh creation
process typically consumes a large amount of time, leading to repetitive efforts, and becomes even more
challenging when dealing with multiple bodies or dynamic boundaries undergoing topological changes.
A further difficulty is introduced with curved meshes, which are present in more recent applications and
high-order schemes. In such cases, embedding the complex geometry in a static fundamental grid, e.g. a
Cartesian grid, provides a straightforward and relatively simple solution (i.e., unfitted mesh). Moreover, the
use of a Cartesian grid results in regular cell boundaries for most parts of the mesh, which can significantly
reduce the computational requirements for calculating quadratures [3]. In addition, it offers greater accuracy
because high-order terms nullify each other due to the symmetry of the mesh structure.
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The notion of embedding bodies into a non-conforming fundamental mesh can be traced back to 1972,
with Peskin [4] proposing the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) to simulate blood in cardiac flows.
Subsequently, a wide variety of modifications and alternative approaches have emerged under various names
such as immersed, embedded, cut cell, unfitted, or extended, each sharing the common objective of efficiently
handling numerical simulations without the constraints of a conforming mesh. The first applications of such
a methodology into Finite Element Methods (FEMs) can be found in the works of Melenk and Babus̆ka [5, 6]
or Moës et al. [7] who introduced extended FEM, so-called XFEM, to simulate crack growth in composite
materials. Later, the finite cell method (FCM) [8, 9], CutFEM [10], and AgFEM [11] can be counted as
notable examples of the successor methods that utilize FEMs to solve partial differential equations on a given
background grid without mesh alignment.

Within the realm of geometrically unfitted approaches, discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have recently
garnered special attention due to the flexibility offered by the weak enforcement between the cells, whose
initial development can be dated back to 1973 with the work of Reed and Hill [12], as well as the works
of Babus̆ka [13, 14], Nitsche [15], and Arnold [16]. Compared to the standard FEMs, in which solutions
are defined globally, this facilities local adaptivity by allowing a better treatment for cell refinement and
agglomeration through simple modifications of the local shape function, without additional measures for
stability [2]. Moreover, DG methods are inherently conservative schemes and require coupling only between
the immediate neighbor cells, thus streamlining implementation efforts for data structures and parallelization.
Nevertheless, DG methods necessitate a higher number of degrees of freedom (DOF) for the same problem,
juxtaposed with their advantageous properties. The first extended DG (XDG) method, the so-called unfitted
DG method, was introduced by Bastian and Engwer [17] to simulate fluid dynamics within porous media
to account for complex geometries. Since then, its variants have been developed and applied to different
fields, including two-phase flows [18, 19, 20], fluid-structure interaction [21, 22, 23], acoustics [24], and
shock capturing [25].

Another crucial aspect of the numerical simulations is the representation of physical boundaries, a feature
relevant to numerous engineering applications. In, for example, CFD community, the approaches to address
multiphase flows (e.g. fluid-structure interaction [26, 27], fluid-fluid [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] or particle-laden
flows [33]) can be broadly categorized into diffuse and sharp interface methods [34, 35], depending on how
they treat the discontinuity between phases. Diffuse interface methods entail a mathematical framework to
manage abrupt changes (e.g. jumps and kinks) and geometric irregularities occurring at physical boundaries
with the help of relaxation operators, creating a smooth interface of finite thickness distributed over multiple
grid nodes. Nonetheless, numerically resolving the interface thickness in diffuse interface methods proves
arduous due to its considerably smaller magnitude [36]. Conversely, sharp interface methods take a more
explicit approach to treating the interface with a theoretical zero thickness, where the behavior of each phase
is determined individually. Hence, they are often preferable for the calculation of physical phenomena relying
on interfacial interactions like phase change, surface tension, and multiphase heat transfer. Yet, they introduce
higher complexity. This work represents a sharp interface concept accompanied by the extended DG method
that can automatically handle arbitrary complex shapes on a Cartesian background grid.

When an embedded (a.k.a. immersed) geometry or interface intersects the given background grid, it creates
so-called cut cells which are split into two separate disjoint domains. Typically the behavior of those cut
cells is defined implicitly, for example, by a level-set function, and can lead to almost arbitrary sizes and
shapes since the background mesh is not fitted to the geometry. As a consequence, various problems can
arise in numerical calculations, which are often referred to as the small-cut problem [2, 37]. For instance, cut
cells may have sizes of several orders of magnitude smaller than the typical elements, which challenges not
only the conditioning of discretizations but also the time step restrictions for explicit schemes. Moreover,
due to their irregular shapes, these cut cells could introduce additional inaccuracies and complications in
integration. Therefore, addressing the small-cut problem is imperative to ensure the stability and accuracy of
the numerical solutions.

To this date, different solutions have been proposed to overcome the small-cut problem in the literature, such
as h-box method [38], pre-conditioning [39, 40], ghost penalty formulation [41, 42], flux distribution [43, 44],
DoD stabilization [45], and cell agglomeration (a.k.a. merging or aggregation) [46, 47, 48]. Among these
solutions, cell agglomeration stands out as the most straightforward approach [38], in which small-cut cells
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are merged with suitable neighbors to form larger cells, providing a convenient solution to the associated
problems. In addition, it can also be employed to regulate topological changes stemming from evolving
interfaces, as proposed by [49]. These changes occur due to the alterations in the domain of phases and pose
a conceptual problem in matching discretizations across time steps. Hence, the proposed agglomeration
aims to create topologically consistent grid structures by merging the non-matched cells with appropriate
cells, thus offering a pragmatic solution to the conceptual and computational difficulties associated with
evolving interfaces. In this study, we present a cell agglomeration technique for resolving both the small-cut
and the topological inconsistency problems in XDG methods, which can also be applied to a wider array of
methodologies utilizing cell agglomeration.

In DG methods, cell agglomeration is performed by simply extending the support of basis functions of a
neighbor cell to cover undesired cells, replacing the original polynomial space. However, creating appropriate
agglomeration mappings for these cells becomes notably challenging in 3-dimensional (3D) space since there
is a high degree of neighborship between cells. Moreover, agglomeration can cause cumbersome problems in
sizeable computational simulations such as the formation of agglomeration chains and ineffective information
exchange, due to which it is often considered to have drawbacks in implementation [45, 50]. Another
criticism of the cell agglomeration approach is the insufficient research available [51]. In the meantime, an
efficient parallelizable algorithm for cell agglomeration is crucial for large-scale simulations, which are often
performed on computer clusters with multiprocessors to meet the demanding computational requirements.

For these reasons, in this study, we elaborate on the cell agglomeration strategy presented in the previous
works [21, 52] to provide a comprehensive solution for highly dynamic and parallelizable simulations, which
can also deal with 3D meshes. Specifically, our focus is on developing a cell agglomeration strategy that
mitigates issues related to cut cells such as agglomeration chains, as well as implementational efforts like
inter-processor agglomerations. Therefore, we present a general recipe for cell agglomeration by providing
complementary algorithms. The proposed strategy is implemented using Message Passing Interface (MPI)
into the open-source XDG solver BoSSS and tested with multiprocessor simulations of immersed boundary
flows in both 2D and 3D spaces.

2 E(x)tended discontinuous Galerkin method

In this section, we introduce the XDG method for a trivial problem by employing the scalar transport equation
to display its discretization framework and omit the details of the variational formulation for the sake of
simplicity. This equation can be interpreted as the continuity equation in the context of fluid mechanics.
Its expansion to more general settings, such as the Navier-Stokes equation, can be found in the work of
Kummer [19].

In the absence of production terms, the transport equation for a scalar parameter, which is denoted by c, reads
as:

∂c

∂t
+∇f(c) = 0, (1)

where f denotes the flux and c is a function of space and time, i.e. c = c(x, t). The space vector x is
defined in spatial domain Ω ⊂ RD (D ∈ {2, 3}), whereas the time t is a non-negative real number, i.e.
t ∈ R+

0 . The domain Ω is discretized into the background grid Ωh, which is characterized by the length
scale of the coarsest background cell, denoted as h. Ωh is formed by a collection of non-overlapping (i.e.∫
Ki∩Kj

1dV = ∅ for i ̸= j) and regular-shaped cells as:

Ωh = ·∪iKi. (2)

Subsequently, the computational mesh Kh is defined as the set of all cells, Kh = {K1, ...,KN}. The set of all
the corresponding edges is defined as Γ := ·∪i ∂Ki and it is divided into three subsets: Γ = Γint(t)∪ΓD∪ΓN.
The internal edges are defined as Γint := Γ \ ∂Ω, whilst the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are
denoted by ΓD and ΓN, respectively.

The broken polynomial space (a.k.a. DG space) with a total degree p is defined as:

Pp(Kh) := {ϕ ∈ L2(Ω);∀K ∈ Kh : ϕ|K is a polynomial and deg(ϕ|K) ≤ p}.
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The so-called weak formulation for the single cell Ki is then obtained from Eq. 1 via multiplication with the
test function ϕi,m and performing integration by parts:∫

Ki

∂c

∂t
ϕi,mdV +

∫
∂Ki

(f(c) · n∂Ki
)ϕi,mdA−

∫
Ki

f(c) · ∇ϕi,mdV = 0, (3)

where n∂Ki
denotes the outward unit normal vector. Using the Galerkin ansatz, the test and the trial functions

are selected to be identical, indicated by subscriptsm and n, respectively. As a result, a scalar field c ∈ Pp(Kh)
is represented as a linear combination of the same polynomial basis as:

ci(x, t) ≈
∑
n

ϕi,n(x)c̃i,n(t) = ϕi,−(x) · c̃i,−(t) = ϕ
i
(x) · c̃i(t), (4)

where c̃i,n is a DG coefficient representing a degree of freedom (DOF), and ϕi,n is a basis function of Pp(Kh)
with supp(ϕi,n) = Ki. Thus, a cell-local basis can be expressed as a row vector of the basis functions with
ϕ
i
= (ϕi,1, ..., ϕi,M ). Furthermore, Equation 3 can be simplified into temporal and spatial components in the

following semi-discrete form:

Mi

∫
Ki

∂c̃

∂t
dV + Fi(c) = 0, (5)

where Mi is the cell-local mass matrix, which is symmetric with dimensions of M ×M , and can be obtained
by:

Mi =

∫
Ki

ϕT
i
· ϕ

i
dV, (6)

meanwhile, Fi(c) encompasses the contributions from the volume and surface integrals originating from the
flux term. In DG discretizations, the inner and outer values of a scalar parameter c are described as:

c−(x) := lim
ξ→0

c(x− ξnΓ) for x ∈ Γ, (7)

c+(x) := lim
ξ→0

c(x+ ξnΓ) for x ∈ Γint, (8)

where nΓ is the outward unit normal vector of the edge. Jump and averaging operators are respectively
introduced to describe the variation of the parameters along cell edges and material interfaces as:

[[c]] :=

{
c− on ∂Ω

c− − c+ on Γint
, (9)

{{c}} :=

{
c− on ∂Ω
1
2(c

− + c+) on Γint
. (10)

Furthermore, the entire domain is divided into two time-dependent disjoint subdomains A and B, along with
their interface I(t):

Ω = A(t) ·∪ I(t) ·∪B(t). (11)

The subdomains A and B can be interpreted as the species or phases (e.g. water-oil or solid-fluid) in the
context of multiphase flows. The boundary of the total domain Ω is denoted by ∂Ω, while both the boundary
∂Ω and the interface I are D − 1 dimensional.

In this work, the behavior of the subdomains and the interface are controlled by a sufficiently smooth level-set
function ψ as:

I(t) := {x ∈ Ω | ψ(x, t) = 0}, (12)
A(t) := {x ∈ Ω | ψ(x, t) < 0}, (13)
B(t) := {x ∈ Ω | ψ(x, t) > 0}, (14)

while other forms of interface representation (e.g. volume of fluid method or CAD data) are also applicable
to the presented agglomeration strategy.
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I

A B

Ki−1,A Ki,A

Ki,B

Ki+2,B

Ki+1,A

Ki+1,B

Cut cells

AggB

AggA

Figure 1: Cut cell agglomeration on the XDG space for an arbitrary interface I. The cut cells are indicated by
Ki,A, Ki,B, Ki+1,A, Ki,1B. The small-cut cells are agglomerated to neighbor elements as Ki+1,A → Ki,A

and Ki,B → Ki+1,B.

Consequently, the original background cells are subdivided based on their intersection with species s ∈
{A,B} as:

Ki,s := Ki ∩ s(t). (15)
In this context, we denote Ki,s as cells exclusively associated with the species or phases. Hence, they are
collectively referred to as phase cells to describe them within their respective domain. When a background
cell is cut by the interface I, i.e.

∮
Ki∩I(t) 1dS > 0, it produces smaller disjointed phase cells by dividing

the background cell into two, as illustrated in Fig. 1. These cells, which constitute a special subset of the
phase cells, are referred to as cut cells and occupy only a portion of the background grid. The time-dependent
extended mesh KX

h (t) that collects all the phase cells is defined as:

KX
h (t) := {K1,A,K1,B, ...,KN,A,KN,B}. (16)

Accordingly, the DG space in Eq. (3) is modified to form the XDG space as:

PX
p (Kh, t) := Pp(K

X
h (t)) = {ϕ ∈ L2(Ω);∀K ∈ KX

h (t) : ϕ|K∩A, ϕ|K∩B are polynomial,

deg(ϕ|K∩A), deg(ϕ|K∩B) ≤ p}. (17)

For the integration in cut cells, the method proposed by Saye [53] is employed. The parameters of the
equations are piece-wisely defined in subdomains A and B, which gives for the scalar parameter c:

c(x, t) =

{
cA, for x ∈ A(t)

cB, for x ∈ B(t).
(18)

Hence, the jump between the bulk phases (i.e. Ω \ I) at interface I reads as [[c]] = (cB − cA) · nI for the
interface normal vector nI, which points from A to B.

3 Cell agglomeration

The cell agglomeration strategy is explained in several sections. Initially, the theoretical background along
with relevant definitions for the agglomerated XDG space is presented. Then, the algebra of agglomeration
and its practical applications are deliberated upon. Lastly, details regarding the implementation and the
utilized algorithms are provided.

3.1 Graph description of cell agglomeration

In this section, we formally introduce essential definitions for describing an agglomerated space as well as an
agglomeration mapping on a numerical mesh with respect to graph theory.
Definition 1 (Agglomeration group and mapping). With respect to some mesh K, some set Agrp ∈ K× K
is an agglomeration group, if the graph (Kgrp,Agrp), with vertices Kgrp and edges Agrp, is a directed tree,
where each edge directs towards the final vertex (i.e., a directed rooted tree). The forest of agglomeration
groups in a mesh is also called agglomeration mapping and is denoted by Amap.
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Figure 2: A sample illustration of agglomeration mapping on a regular mesh. Each tree represents an
agglomeration group, with the first tree also representing an agglomeration pair. Final targets are displayed in
red, while chain agglomeration edges and their source cells are displayed in blue. The black edges indicate
the direct agglomeration pairs and the white vertices indicate their source cells.

Definition 2 (Agglomeration source and target). For some pair (Ksrc,Ktar) ∈ Amap, the first entry Ksrc is
called agglomeration source, while the second entry Ktar is called agglomeration target.
Definition 3 (Direct and chain agglomeration). Some pair of cells (Ksrc,Ktar) ∈ Agrp is called a direct
agglomeration if Ktar is the final target (i.e., the root vertex) in Agrp and they share a common boundary (i.e.,∮
∂Ksrc∩∂Ktar

1dS > 0 ). Otherwise, (Ksrc,Ktar) is called a chain agglomeration.
Definition 4 (Agglomerated cell). Let Agrp ⊂ Amap be an agglomeration group, i.e., there is no other edge
(Ksrc,Ktar) ∈ Agrp, which has a connection to the edges in Amap. Let cell Kagg be the final target of the
agglomeration group. Then, the agglomerated cell for Agrp is the union of all cells in it, i.e.,

Kagg :=
⋃

(Ksrc,Ktar)∈Agrp

(Ksrc ∪Ktar). (19)

Definition 5 (The agglomerated mesh and space). The agglomerated mesh Kagg
h is defined as the set of

all the ordinary cells, which are not part of an agglomerated cell, and the agglomerated cells. Hence, the
agglomerated DG space is defined as a subspace of the original space:

Pagg
p (Kh) := Pp(K

agg
h ). (20)

Note:

1) By these definitions, an agglomeration mapping may not contain cycles because it solely consists of
trees.

2) Chain agglomerations are typically the result of pairs concatenating with direct agglomerations and
may be replaced by equivalent pairs. (See §3.4)

3) Due to the directing of the graph, the root (a.k.a. final target) of all agglomeration groups is unique.

3.2 Agglomeration algebra

Agglomeration is performed by extending the solution basis of target cells to encompass their source cells so
that the target cells merge with the source cells in their agglomeration group and represent the unified entity.
Once the agglomerated basis is obtained, the problem is carried on the agglomerated space, replacing the
original space. With respect to Eq.(20), the agglomerated XDG space, denoted by PX,agg

p , is hence defined as:

PX,agg
p (KX

h ) := PX
p (K

X,agg
h ). (21)

Since the agglomerated XDG space is a subspace of the original XDG space, its basis functions can be
derived through a linear combination of the original space. This is achieved by utilizing a global coupling
matrix, alternatively referred to as an injection operator (from the agglomerated space to the original space),
denoted by Q:

ϕX,agg = ϕXQ, (22)

6
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ϕagg,1

ϕagg,2

Kagg K1 K2 K3

ϕ1,1

ϕ1,2

ϕ2,1

ϕ2,2

ϕ3,1
ϕ3,2

Figure 3: The formation of the agglomerated basis ϕagg,m (left) with respect to the original bases ϕi,m (right)
with supp(ϕi,m) = Ki.

where the corresponding global basis functions are defined as the row concatenation of cell-local bases
ϕX
i
= (ϕi,1, ..., ϕi,M ), as ϕX,agg = [ϕ

1
... ϕ

N−Nsrc
] and ϕX = [ϕ

1
... ϕ

N
], respectively. The coupling matrix Q

is a real-valued matrix of the sizeMN×M(N−Nsrc) and holding the coefficients of the basis transformation
for the global basis functions. Consequently, the cell agglomeration can be performed by using the operator
Q.

When needed, it is also possible to re-establish the solution on the original space by projecting agglomerated
space back. In general, agglomeration can be applied to both cut and uncut cells regardless of their designation
as a source cell. The following section presents a basic illustration of agglomeration algebra using a simple
example, without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.).
Example 1. Consider an uncut 1-D mesh with K = {K1,K2,K3} as depicted in Figure 3, where the
agglomeration edges E = {(K1,K2), (K3,K2)} with K2 as the chosen target cell of the agglomeration
group. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a first-order polynomial space (i.e. p = 1) where the global
basis vector ϕ = [ϕ

1
ϕ
2
ϕ
3
] is defined as the row concatenation of the local bases denoted by ϕ

i
= [ϕi,1 ϕi,2].

Hence, the agglomerated basis can be obtained by transforming the local bases as:

ϕagg = ϕQ = ϕ
1
Q1,2 + ϕ

2
Q2,2 + ϕ

3
Q3,2, (23)

where Qi,j is the local coupling matrix from Ki to Kj with dimensions M ×M . In essence, the coupling
matrix Qi,j functions as an extension/extrapolation operator, mapping from a source to a target. It is
calculated based on the properties of the local bases and can be computed via Qi,j,m,n =

∫
Ki
ϕi,mϕj,ndV for

orthonormal bases.

3.3 Forming chains

A

B

A

B

Figure 4: Unweighted (left) and weighted (right) chain agglomerations in a cut cell mesh. The arrows indicate
the preferred way of agglomeration for the small-cut cells smaller than the half of background cell (shown
with dots) in A. The subdomains A and B are shown in white and cyan, respectively.

In complicated geometries, multiple adjacent source cells in the intersection regions may require to be
agglomerated into a single target cell. These source cells may share a direct logical edge with the target
cell, a process referred to as direct agglomeration or they can link together to form chains by connecting
one another, a process referred to as chain agglomeration. Essentially, chains represent a particular subtype
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of agglomeration groups in which neighboring source cells are agglomerated to a single suitable target cell
without sharing an edge. It should be noted that agglomeration groups can also be formed by multiple
cells that share an edge with the target cell like in Example 1. Figure 4 provides an illustrative example of
the chain-forming process, which is frequently observed in phenomena like coalescence or the breakup of
subregions. In the case of direct agglomeration, selecting the target cell is relatively straightforward and it is
often based on the cell size when multiple adjacent target cells are available to a single source cell. However,
this simplicity does not apply to the chain agglomeration, where the absence of a shared logical edge and the
inter-cell distance become important considerations.

As depicted in Figure 4, various selection criteria may yield several potential alternatives for forming different
agglomeration chains. Furthermore, the selection process for chains unfolds over multiple steps due to
the unpredictability of linking between source and target cells. In this context, we observed that the best
agglomeration graphs are achieved by the selection criteria weighted on the distance and size. Therefore,
our agglomeration strategy aims to target the closest cell to the source among the candidates available. In
cases where multiple candidates are equidistant to the source, the target cell is selected based on its size, with
preference given to the one with the largest fraction. If multiple candidates still exist, the selection is then
determined by the lowest cell number. Because the weights of candidate cells are unique, at least the cell
number, the resulting agglomeration mapping remains unique.

3.4 Agglomeration levels

Ki Ki+1 Ki+2 Ki+3 Ki+4 Ki+5 Ki+6 Ki+7
lvl: 0 lvl: 1 lvl: 2 lvl: 3 lvl: 4 lvl: 5 lvl: 6

Level reduction

Ki Ki+1 Ki+2 Ki+3 Ki+4 Ki+5 Ki+6 Ki+7

lvl: 0

lvl: 0

lvl: 1

lvl: 0

lvl: 2

lvl: 0 lvl: 3

proc0 proc1 proc2 proc3

Figure 5: Illustration of an inter-processor agglomeration chain on a 2D domain decomposed into four regions.
The top chain displays the sequential pairs, while the bottom chain features the level-reduced equivalent of
the top chain. The red lines indicate the processor boundaries, whereas the arrows in the cells indicate the
agglomeration pairs from source to target. Final targets are indicated by red vertices, while the source cells in
direct and chain agglomerations are displayed with white and blue vertices, respectively.

Agglomeration sources can be categorized into multiple levels based on their order in the respective math-
ematical operations, particularly when forming agglomeration chains. In cases of agglomeration groups
consisting solely of direct agglomeration pairs, where sources and targets are adjacent, agglomeration occurs
without any dependence. Hence, the source cells can be merged with the target cells in a single step without
the need for a specific order using an extension operator as outlined in Eq. 23. However, in cases of chain
agglomeration, the source cells need to be agglomerated through the cells in their path to final targets while
maintaining a sequence of operations, as a source in one pair may also function as a target cell in another pair.

For instance, let us consider Example 1 with a revised agglomeration using K1 → K2 and K2 → K3 with
K3 as the target cell. In this case, the formal expression for the basis extrapolation would read as:

ϕagg
2

= ϕ
1
Q1,2 + ϕ

2
Q2,2, (24)

ϕagg
3

= ϕagg
2

Q2,3 + ϕ
3
Q3,3, (25)

where K1 is first agglomerated to K2 with the help of coupling matrix Q1,2 and subsequently the union of
K1 and K2 is agglomerated to K3 with Q2,3. In contrast to Eq. 23, the above formulation is computationally
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more expensive because it introduces additional operations at each sub-agglomeration, and the cost increases
with longer chains. Moreover, for a correct calculation, it is necessary to perform the agglomeration from K1

to K2 and its respective operations before moving on to the agglomeration from K2 to K3. This sequencing
is crucial to prevent the loss of information regarding the coordinate vector of K1. Otherwise, K2 would not
contain the necessary information about K1 during its agglomeration process.

Therefore, to ensure a clear and logical sequential order, we establish agglomeration levels commencing
at zero and increasing with each subsequent agglomeration pair. This level indicates one step higher than
the highest level of the preceding agglomerations. Consequently, operations are systematically started
from the lowest level and proceed to the highest consecutively. At first, the zero-th-level operations are
conducted directly between source and target cells, without any dependencies on previous agglomerations.
The remaining agglomeration pairs are only performed after the pairs with lower levels are agglomerated. It
is also important to note that, a source cell can have several preceding agglomerations with different levels.

Furthermore, by converting chain agglomerations into equivalent pairs while ensuring connectivity, it is
possible to decrease agglomeration levels and thus reduce computational effort for agglomeration chains. For
instance, the aforementioned agglomerated cell can be obtained by substituting the agglomeration mapping
with K1 → K3 and K2 → K3. This also enables a direct computation of coupling matrix Q1,3 between
bases of K1 and K3, rather than establishing the relationship through the local coupling matrices of the
intermediate element by Q1,2Q2,3. Since the substituted pairs of agglomerations do not involve lower levels,
they are both at the zero-th level and the corresponding operations in computations can be executed without
dependence on preceding agglomerations as:

ϕagg = ϕ
1
Q1,3 + ϕ

2
Q2,3 + ϕ

3
Q3,3. (26)

Hence, it is preferred to reduce levels of chain agglomerations if possible, but, it is not always feasible to
decrease agglomeration levels.

In parallel executions, the computational domain is decomposed into multiple regions where the respective
operations are performed separately on different processors before being coupled. Typically, the operations
are coupled by utilizing a thin layer of cells at the processor boundaries (i.e., ghost cells), with no explicit
information exchange occurring between the other cells. Therefore, it is not possible to replace inter-processor
agglomeration pairs with their lower-level equivalents without compromising the parallelization. Figure 5
illustrates an example graph for the inter-processor agglomeration chains with levels. As the downstream
agglomeration pairs require information about the upstream pairs that are in other processors, it is required to
establish agglomeration levels to maintain the sequential order of operations. In such situations, the pairs are
agglomerated to the processor boundary cells of the upper-level pairs, with further levels of agglomeration
carried out by the respective processor. Thus, the maximum level of agglomeration is controlled by the
number of processors utilized. Assuming a chain passes through a processor only once, the maximum level
of agglomeration achievable is equal to the number of processors decreased by one. For these inter-processor
agglomeration chains, we employ MPI-capable sparse matrix operations.

3.5 Small-cut agglomeration

The cell agglomeration approach mainly aims to eliminate small-cut cells arising from the interface intersec-
tion by agglomerating them into adjacent cells, as shown in Figure 1. This is done to ensure that the condition
numbers are scaled with the size of regular cells, rather than being influenced by arbitrarily shaped small cells
introduced during the numerical simulations. As such, agglomeration can be viewed as a preconditioner to the
operator and mass matrices. Furthermore, small-cut agglomeration promotes the stability of discretizations
by removing the troublesome elements.

In essence, the small-cut agglomeration maps cut cells with a fraction below the user-defined threshold
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 to the appropriate targets. The fraction of a cut cell is described by the ratio of its D-dimensional
volume to the background cell:

frac(Ki,s) := |Ki,s|/|Ki|. (27)
Accordingly, the cells with frac(Ki,s) < α are designated to be agglomeration sources and the set of these
agglomeration sources is denoted by Ksml,s. Hereby, the choice of α usually falls within the range of 0.1 and
0.3, as noted by the prior studies [19, 21] and our numerical tests confirm this finding (see §5).
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Figure 6: A visual representation of the temporal evolution of the moving interface I on a 1D cut-cell mesh.
As time progresses from t = tn to t = tn+1, the cut cell Kn

i+1,A vanishes, and concurrently, the new cut cell
Kn+1

i,B emerges. The left figure displays the original cells, while the right figure displays the agglomeration
for topological consistency.

3.6 Temporal changes

Similar to the small-cut problem, the notion of agglomeration can be employed to accommodate temporal
changes due to interface movements in the dynamic cut-cell mesh structure [49]. Within the time-dependent
cut cell mesh structure, the subregions A and B are controlled by the implicitly defined level-set function
ψ(t), which can modify their domains over time. These modifications in the subregions can lead to alterations
in their grid structure and respective discretizations, potentially causing issues such as mismatches in the
dimensions or degrees of freedom across different time steps.

In general, the motion of the interface I can be categorized into two distinct types of topological change
between the time steps t = tn and t = tn+1, as shown in Figure 6. These are:

• vanishing cells if frac(Kn
i,s) ≥ 0 and frac(Kn+1

i,s ) = 0,

• newborn cells if frac(Kn
i,s) = 0 and frac(Kn+1

i,s ) ≥ 0.

In simpler terms, phase cells must disappear in the following time step if the interface movement reduces
the domain of interest, and conversely, new phase cells must emerge if the domain expands. As a result,
topological structure changes with the appearance and disappearance of cells, ultimately causing a conceptual
problem with the temporal calculations.

The BoSSS software package offers two approaches to discretize time for the cases involving dynamic
interfaces, namely splitting and moving interface approaches, implemented based on [49]. In the splitting
approach, firstly the interface is moved and then the values at time step tn are extrapolated to the new
mesh at time step tn+1. Subsequently, temporal integration is performed as if the interface was stationary
between time steps. This approach can be demonstrated using the explicit Euler time scheme with regards to
Equation 5 as:

Splitting approach: Mn+1(c̃n+1 − c̃n)/∆t+ Fsp = 0, (28)

where Fsp represents the terms related to the spatial discretization. In this approach, newborn cells introduce
singular blocks into the mass matrix. To preserve consistent topology across the time steps, these newborn
cells are hence agglomerated with suitable targets.

On the other hand, the moving interface approach considers the interface as a dynamic entity and recovers its
behavior within a time step by introducing a space-time notation. Accordingly, its temporal discretization
with an explicit Euler time scheme leads to the following form with respect to Eq. 5:

Moving interface approach: (Mn+1c̃n+1 −Mnc̃n)/∆t+ Fmov = 0, (29)

10
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IKi,A Kj,BI

Ki,A

Kj,A = ∅

Kj,BI

Figure 7: Illustration of the species coupling in case of a coinciding interface. In the figure, the dashed
interface lies on top of the edge between two cells. It is assumed that Kj in Equation 31 is the cell with
the lower index and owns the coinciding interface. The affected edge ∂Ki ∩ ∂Kj belongs to the species A
and takes care of the coupling between cells Ki,A and Kj,A. The species are then coupled inside Kj via the
interface, from the empty cell Kj,A = ∅ to the full cell Kj,B = Kj . Finally, by performing the agglomeration,
the discrete system is algebraically modified. This modification eliminates the (edge) contributions on ∂Kj,A

of the empty cell and combines the cell and species coupling, establishing the connection between Ki,A and
Kj,B. The lower part of the figure shows an exploded view of the situation to clarify the connectivity.

where Fmov represents the spatial discretization in the moving interface approach. In this method, both
newborn and vanishing cells must be taken into account to maintain a topologically consistent discretization.
As a result, these cells are marked as source cells and agglomerated to their appropriate neighbors.

Compared to each other, the splitting approach presents a more affordable solution, whereas the moving
interface method incurs higher costs but provides superior accuracy. Ultimately, the choice of interface
evolution involves a trade-off between accuracy and cost. For a comparison of these two methods, the reader
is referred to the original work [49]. In this study, we restrict our numerical tests to the splitting approach in
order to reduce the computational requirements.

In addition, it is important to refrain newborn and vanishing cells from being agglomeration targets, regardless
of their size, as they cause topological disparities. Furthermore, interface movement should be limited to a
finite speed to prevent excessive topological changes that can reduce accuracy. Therefore, a limit of one cell
per time step for interface movement is implemented.

3.7 Coincidence of cell boundaries with interfaces

In rare cases, the interface may coincide with an edge of the background mesh, i.e.

(∂Ki ∩ ∂Kj) ∩ I = (∂Ki ∩ ∂Kj) . (30)

Then, one species completely fills one cell, while it vanishes in the other, w.l.o.g.:

frac(Ki,A) = 1 ∧ frac(Kj,A) = 0 (31)
frac(Ki,B) = 0 ∧ frac(Kj,B) = 1. (32)

Such a situation is shown in Fig. 7. Owing to the structure of the discretization couplings between species are
occurring within cells, i.e. each part of the interface is assigned to exactly one cell. Moreover, the coupling
between cells occurs via edges within one species, thereby each part of a cell boundary is uniquely assigned
to a species. Since the underlying quadrature rules are determined on a cell-local level, small round-of-errors
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(c) Chain formation
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Figure 8: A visual representation of the agglomeration algorithm for A (white) on a 2D stationary cut-cell
mesh with B (cyan). The algorithm starts with identifying source cells (shown with dots) and searches
target cells (shown with arrows) among non-source immediate neighbors. Then, it proceeds with the chain
formation while automatically performing the level reduction. Lastly, a group is formed with the remaining
source cells with the biggest cell chosen as the target.

can then lead to a detection of the interface in both or none of the cells. Therefore, special care has to be taken
in the treatment of coinciding interfaces. In practice, this is achieved by assigning coinciding interface parts
to the cell with the lower index. This ensures that the interface is only treated once and in a consistent manner
across processor boundaries and the edge is also assigned to exactly one species. Then, coupling terms on the
interface might link to completely empty cells. However, since these empty cut cells are agglomerated, a
well-defined situation is recovered.

3.8 Implementation

The agglomeration algorithm is implemented into the BoSSS (short for Bounded Support Spectral Solver)
software package 2 (see [52]), which aims to solve partial differential equations by means of the discontinuous
Galerkin (DG) methods. For multiphase problems, BoSSS employs the eXtended Discontinuous Galerkin
method (XDG) [19] and utilizes the cut cell approach to handle embedded geometries or interfaces. In the
following, we present the algorithm of the proposed cell agglomeration strategy in pseudo codes. The source

2https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8409677
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code of the actual implementation can be reached at the BoSSS GitHub repository 3, which is written in C#
language using Message Passing Interface (MPI) for parallelization in distributed memory.

The structure of the agglomeration algorithm is divided into several consecutive routines under source
identification (Alg. 1), target identification (Alg. 2, 3, 4), and level determination (Alg. 5). It starts with the
determination of local agglomeration sources by identifying the small-cut, vanishing, and newborn cells
(Alg. 1).

Subsequently, the algorithm attempts to create agglomeration mappings Amap,s from these cells to suitable
target cells via target identification routines. Initially, it searches target cells among the non-source immediate
neighbors through the local direct target identification routine (Alg. 2). If suitable targets cannot be found
among the immediate neighbors, the algorithm then checks possible routes to form agglomeration chains
with the already paired cells in the mapping (Alg. 3). Lastly, it creates source-to-source agglomeration groups
for cells without a route to a non-source cell via the group formation routine, with the largest cells designated
as the target (Alg. 4).

Once the mappings are created, the levels for inter-processor pairs are determined (Alg. 5), after which the
agglomeration algebra is performed by following the sequential order (see §3.4). Figure 8 illustrates the
different stages of the agglomeration algorithm. To ensure the uniqueness of the agglomeration mappings, an
additional selection criterion based on the unique cell number is applied to all subroutines when all other
selection criteria yield identical weights. For the sake of simplicity, this criterion is omitted in the presented
algorithms. Furthermore, the algorithms are illustrated for local partitions, assuming the domain is already
decomposed into processors.

The underlying reason to divide the algorithm into sections lies in the communication requirements and the
levels of agglomeration. The presented source and direct target identification routines correspond to more
local and simple approaches, where no additional effort is needed in parallelization. This is because these
routines only require information about neighboring cells of a partition, which is typically exchanged for flux
calculations by default (i.e., ghost cells) in parallel numerical algorithms.

However, the information exchange between distant cells is often found redundant and resource-intensive
in large simulations. This is particularly relevant in the context of DG methods, where high-order accuracy
can be achieved by interacting primarily with zero-th-level neighbor cells. As a result, the formation of
chains and determination of levels entails more expensive and less desirable processes, especially for inter-
processor agglomerations, since they cannot be substituted by lower levels and call for parallel information
exchange. Therefore, the algorithm first attempts to create a mapping with the direct agglomeration routine.
Nevertheless, in complicated simulations, such as those with dynamic boundaries or multiple bodies, it is not
always possible to create an appropriate mapping between immediate neighbors, making chain agglomerations
unavoidable.

Source identification

Algorithm 1 Source cell filtration

Input: A multi-step cut cell mesh KX
h = {KX,n−1

h , KX,n
h }

Output: The lists of cells to be agglomerated Kvan,s,Knew,s,Ksml,s,Ksrc,s

for each species s ∈ {A,B} do
Initiate Kvan,s := {Ki,s | frac(Kn−1

i,s ) ≥ 0 and frac(Kn
i,s) = 0}

Initiate Knew,s := {Ki,s | frac(Kn−1
i,s ) = 0 and frac(Kn

i,s) ≥ 0}
Initiate Ksml,s := {Ki,s | frac(Kn−1

i,s ) < α or frac(Kn
i,s) < α}

Initiate Ksrc,s := Kvan,s ∪ Knew,s ∪ Ksml,s

Communicate Ksrc,s ▷ exchange for cells at processor boundaries
end for

Finding the agglomeration sources follows a straightforward approach that identifies small-cut, vanishing,
and newborn cells. Initially, the topological changes are determined and added to the lists Kvan,s and Knew,s.

3DOI(TBD)
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Subsequently, small-cut cells are detected and added to the source cells list Ksml,s. In the final stage, the lists
are merged to Ksrc,s and communicated across processors. Algorithm 1 provides the procedure for examining
cells for vanishing, newborn, and small-cut cells in the case of the moving interface method. When using the
splitting approach, the algorithm omits the labeling of vanishing cells into the source cell lists. In the case of
a static mesh, the algorithm omits the labeling of both types of topological changes.

Target identification

Algorithm 2 Direct target identification

Input: A cut cell mesh KX
h

The lists of cells to be agglomerated Ksrc,s

Output: Agglomeration mappings Amap,s

The lists of cells to be chain agglomerated Kchn,s

for each species s ∈ {A,B} do
Initiate Amap,s, Kchn,s := {}
Flag non-source cells as candidate cells ▷ (local and ghost cells)
for each cell in Ksrc,s do

if the cell has at least one shared edge with candidate cells then
Choose the cell with the greatest fraction among them and add the pair into Amap,s

else if the cell has a shared edge with another source cell then
Add the cell to the chain agglomeration cell list Kchn,s

end if
end for

end for

To find agglomeration targets, the algorithm starts with the direct agglomeration procedure, wherein a suitable
target cell Ktar is sought among the immediate neighbors of source cells, as shown in Alg. 2 with pseudo-
codes. Since all the candidates are adjacent cells in this stage, the distance creation is disregarded and the
edges are weighted by the cell fraction of neighbor cells, calculated by frac() operator. Moreover, to ensure
that the threshold α is passed and to prevent mapping to newborn or vanishing cells, the candidates are limited
to non-source cells. If such a target is not found, a possible connection to another target is sought through
the neighboring cells to form an agglomeration chain, and if so, the cell is forwarded to the chain-forming
process shown in Alg. 3.

As a result, the direct agglomeration routine (i.e., Algorithm 2) always produces pairs between adjacent cells,
so it requires no additional information exchange to ensure connectivity. Moreover, the process is cycle-free
because the targets are chosen among non-source cells, which are not mapped to another cell. These target
cells serve as root cells in the agglomeration groups.

On the other hand, chain agglomeration pairs are more intricate and result in higher levels of agglomeration
through indirect neighborship. Because of this, chain formation can produce cycles, so mappings should be
selected with care to prevent them. To circumvent such an issue, we restrict the linking of source cells in the
chain formation to those that are already matched, either through direct agglomeration or previous iterations
of chain agglomeration. Hence, chain agglomeration creates leaves of an existing agglomeration group and
directs toward the targets of direct agglomeration pairs. This ensures that a source cell is always mapped
to an appropriate final target cell at the end. However, in parallel executions, the instant state of the pairs
on other processors is not explicitly recognizable, necessitating additional information exchange regarding
neighbor cells outside of the partition. Algorithm 3 provides the proposed routine for chain agglomeration.

Moreover, the possible agglomeration routes are weighted based on the properties of the final target cells,
rather than of the neighboring source cells since all the source cells in an agglomeration group are going to
be merged with the final target at the end. In this stage of agglomeration, edges are weighted with respect
to distance and cell fraction as discussed in §3.3. To automatically reduce the agglomeration levels in the
mappings, the pairs are established directly from source cells to final target cells (i.e., (Ksrc,Amap(Kngb))
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Algorithm 3 Chain formation

Input: A cut cell mesh KX
h

The lists of cells to be chain agglomerated Kchn,s

Agglomeration mappings Amap,s

Output: Updated agglomeration mappings Amap,s

The list of remaining chain source cells Kchn,s

for each species s ∈ {A,B} do
do

Communicate the local mapping Amap,s ▷ exchange boundary pairs with neighbor processors
Find all the edges between Kchn,s and the pairs in Amap,s

Weight the edges by the distance to the final targets and then the target sizes
Choose the best edge, identifying the chain source cell and the corresponding pair
if the target of the pair is in this processor then ▷ (local and ghost cells)

Add the chain source and the target of the pair into Amap,s

else
Add the chain source and the source of the pair into Amap,s

end if
Remove the source cell from Kchn,s

while (any change in Amap,s)
end for

) unless they are in the different processors. Hence, the non-zero agglomeration levels narrow to the
inter-processor pairs.

The chain agglomeration section presented in Alg. 3 is inspired by Kruskal’s algorithm [54] to provide
a minimum spanning forest. Usually, parallel variants of such algorithms try to minimize the sharing of
information during the sorting stages. However, the agglomeration algorithm differs from general approaches
in that it works in a unilateral direction (i.e., from source cells to target cells), and cells are allowed to attach
a chain only if the neighbor has already a designated target to prevent the formation of cycles. Hence, this
procedure requires parallel communication between the partitions of the domain to supply the necessary
information about the newly formed neighbor agglomeration pairs at the end of each iteration.

On the contrary, if cells were always agglomerated to a target cell within its partition, then no complicated
information exchange would be required. Nonetheless, there is no guarantee that there will always be a
suitable target, and even if there is, it will be the most preferable one. This is particularly relevant when using
dynamic load balancing of the cut cells. Since cut cells require more computational effort than ordinary phase
cells due to their irregular shapes, it is aimed to distribute them as evenly as possible across the processors
and this eventually leads to neighboring source cells being located on different processors. Therefore,
the proposed approach involves exchanging information about the mapped sources that lie in processor
boundaries for agglomeration routines. This also ensures that the resulting agglomeration mappings remain
independent of the number of processors. Note that this information exchange only involves newly formed
pairs at each iteration and is limited to the boundary processors that have adjacent source cells to those pairs.

Until this point, the source cells that can be linked to a non-source cell should have already been mapped with
the aforementioned routines. Nevertheless, there may still be source cells disconnected from any non-source
cell. For these cells, local agglomeration groups consisting solely of source cells are established, and the cell
with the highest fraction without requiring a topology change is designated as the final target in each group.
Afterward, the formed agglomeration groups are parallelized by calling the chain formation routine in Alg. 3,
which can also be omitted depending on necessity. The respective procedure is shown in Algorithm 4.

Level determination

Following the creation of agglomeration mappings, another routine shown in Algorithm 5 tries to determine
the levels of pairs in the inter-processor agglomeration chains. This routine traverses the agglomeration chains
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Algorithm 4 Group formation

Input: A cut cell mesh KX
h

Lists of source cells Kchn,s,Kvan,s,Knew,s

Agglomeration mappings Amap,s

Output: Updated agglomeration mappings Amap,s

for each species s ∈ {A,B} do
Flag non-topological cells in Kchn,s as candidate cells
while there is a candidate cell at least in one processor do

Select the biggest cell and communicate it across processors
if the cell is the biggest in all processors then

Assign the cell as the target and create an agglomeration group
do ▷ create local group

Find all the neighbors of the agglomeration group
Add the neighbors pairing with the target cell into Amap,s

Remove the agglomerated cells from Kchn,s

while (any change in the agglomeration group)
end if
Call chain formation routine with Kchn,s,Amap,s,KX

h

Re-flag non-topological cells in Kchn,s as candidate cells
end while

end for

Algorithm 5 Level determination

Input: A cut cell mesh KX
h and agglomeration mappings Amap,s

Output: Agglomerated cut cell mesh KX,agg
h

for each species s ∈ {A,B} do
Set levels to 0 for every source cell in Amap,s

do
for each pair in Amap,s do

while there is a subsequent pair do
if the level is not bigger in the subsequent pair then

Assign one level higher to the source cell in the subsequent pair
end if
Assign the subsequent pair as the current pair

end while
end for
Communicate levels for source cells ▷ exchange for cells at processor boundaries

while (any change in the levels)
Create KX,agg

h via Amap,s following ascending order of the levels
end for

for each pair and then increases the levels for the subsequent pairs. Once the levels of agglomeration pairs are
determined, the source cells are agglomerated to their target cell with an increasing order of levels. Hence,
the sequential order of the agglomeration algebra is ensured and the operations are performed accordingly.

4 Physical model equations and test cases

In this study, we present several complex and dynamic test cases that are embedded in a fluid domain with
a Cartesian background grid to showcase the presented agglomeration strategy. The subdomains A and
B are reserved for fluid and embedded geometries, respectively. The fluid behavior is governed by the
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incompressible Navier-Stokes equation supplemented with the continuity equation given as:

ρ
∂u

∂t
+ ρ∇ · (u⊗ u) = ∇¯̄σ + b in A(t)× (0, T ), (33)

∇ · u = 0 in A(t)× (0, T ), (34)

where ρ denotes the density of the fluid, u = (u, v, w) denotes the velocity vector, while ¯̄σ represents surface
forces acting on the fluid. The fluid is considered to be Newtonian and hence the stress tensor ¯̄σ is modeled
by:

¯̄σ = −P ¯̄I + µ[∇u+ (∇u)T ], (35)

where P is the pressure, ¯̄I is the second rank unit tensor and µ is the dynamic viscosity. As a non-dimensional
parameter, the Reynolds number is introduced and defined with respect to the maximum velocity U and
the characteristic length scale L as Re = ρUL/µ. In order to fulfill the Ladyz̆enskaja-Babus̆ka-Brezzi
condition [55, 56], the pressure P is discretized in a space of lower degree space p′ = p− 1 for a velocity of
degree p. The fluid domain is initialized with uniform fields of zero value as initial conditions.:

u(x, 0) = 0 on A(t = 0),

P (x, 0) = 0 on A(t = 0).
(36)

The boundary conditions in test cases correspond to the pressure outlet on outer boundaries and a no-slip
boundary condition on the interface:

¯̄σ · nΓN
= 0 on ΓN = ∂Ω, (37)

u = ug on I, (38)

where ug denotes the velocity of the embedded geometry at the fluid boundary.

The embedded geometries are described as rigid bodies by respective level-set functions (fluid: ψ < 0,
geometry: ψ > 0) and coupled by means of the immersed boundary method (IBM) (for details see [21]).
In this study, they are treated as a pseudo-solid phase implemented to create a complex, dynamic geometry
for agglomeration, whereby internal physical phenomena in this region are not modeled as this study does
not cover them. However, the presented agglomeration strategy is designed to be applicable for realistic
multiphase interactions, provided with a cut-cell structure. In the following, several test cases inspired by
similar applications are introduced.

4.1 Vanishing sphere
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Figure 9: Schematic of the vanishing sphere test case. A sphere is placed at the origin of the domain with
a pre-described rotation around its center with ug(x, t) = ω(t) × p. The radius of the sphere is defined
dynamically as rs(t) = (1− dr

dt t)rs,0. Pressure outlet boundary conditions are imposed on the outer boundary.

This test case examines a rotating sphere centered at the origin and characterized by a dynamically changing
radius over time as illustrated in Figure 9. It is described by the level set function given as:

ψ(x, t) = rs(t)
2 − (x) · (x), (39)
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where rs(t) denotes the time-dependent radius of the sphere. The radius is controlled by a constant shrinking
rate dr

dt and is defined as rs(t) = (1 − dr
dt t)rs,0 with respect to the initial radius rs,0. Moreover, the sphere

is subjected to a pre-described rotation around the origin by the angular velocity ω leading to the velocity
vector:

ug(x, t) = ω(t)× p on B(t), (40)
where p is the position vector relative to the origin.

4.2 Colliding spheres
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Figure 10: Schematic of colliding spheres test case. The spheres are placed into the domain with uniform
mesh and pre-described with a velocity u towards each other. Pressure outlet boundary conditions are imposed
on the outer boundary. The radius for the spheres is given by rs.

Another test case is introduced to examine the agglomeration strategy in the vicinity of merging, which often
occurs during collisions of particles or droplets. To mimic the behavior of these isolated pockets in the fluid
domain, two spheres are placed at a distance and subjected to velocities toward each other. Moreover, the
spheres are allowed to overlap upon contact, thereby illustrating a prime instance of topology changes within
the time-dependent domain. Accordingly, two spheres moving towards each other are defined in 2D and 3D
spaces as depicted in Figure 10, which are described by the zero-th level sets of:

ψ(x, t) = max(ψL, ψR), (41)

ψL(x, t) = r2s − (x− xL(t)) · (x− xL(t)), (42)

ψR(x, t) = r2s − (x− xR(t)) · (x− xR(t)), (43)

where rs denotes the radius of spheres, while xL(t) and xR(t) are the time-dependent position vectors
describing the centers of spheres that are exposed to constant movement in the x-direction with a scalar
velocity us as:

xL(t) = (−1.5rs + ust, 0, 0), (44)
xR(t) = (+1.5rs − ust, 0, 0). (45)

Hence, the velocity in the pseudo-solid phase (i.e., B) is determined as:

ug(x, t) =


ug,L = (us, 0, 0) on x |ψL(x, t) > 0 and ψR(x, t) < 0,

ug,R = (−us, 0, 0) on x |ψL(x, t) < 0 and ψR(x, t) > 0,

ug,LR = 0 on x |ψL(x, t) ≥ 0 and ψR(x, t) ≥ 0.

(46)

4.3 Rotating popcorn

This test case introduces a popcorn-like shape inspired by the studies [10, 51] into the fluid domain described
by the level set:

ψ3D(x) = −(
√
x · x− rp −

11∑
k=0

A exp(−(x− xk,3D) · (x− xk,3D)/λ
2)), (47)
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where

xk,3D :=


r√
5
(2 cos(2kπ5 ), 2 sin(2kπ5 ), 1) if 0 ≤ k ≤ 4,

r√
5
(2 cos( (2(k−5)−1)π

5 ), 2 sin( (2(k−5)−1)π
5 ),−1) if 5 ≤ k ≤ 9,

(0, 0, r) if k = 10,

(0, 0,−r) if k = 11.

(48)

The parameters controlling the shape are given as A = 2 and λ = 0.2. Moreover, a 2D instance of the given
level-set function is derived as:

ψ2D(x) = −(
√
x · x− rp −

4∑
k=0

A exp(−(x− xk,2D) · (x− xk,2D)/λ
2)), (49)

with
xk,2D :=

r√
5
(2 cos(

2kπ

5
), 2 sin(

2kπ

5
)). (50)

In line with the vanishing sphere, the computational domain remains consistent with the representation
in Figure 9. Similarly, a continuous rotation around the origin, as defined in Eq.(40), is applied, along
with a corresponding motion of the geometry. For the motion of the shape, the coordinate vector x is
manipulated according to the rotation caused by ω at time t to account for movement. The resulting output
x′(x,ω, t) = (x′, y′, z′) is then supplied to the given level-set equation.

4.4 Rotating torus

In this test case, a rotating torus is placed inside a fluid domain to simulate a moving boundary problem. The
rotus is described by the zero-th level of the function:

ψ(x) = −
√(√

x2 + y2 − rma

)2
+ z2 + rmi, (51)

where rma and rmi represent the major and minor radiuses, respectively, while x = (x, y, z) is the coordinate
vector. To create a more challenging and dynamic cut-cell structure, the torus is tilted in the x-axis with an
angle of π/4 and then rotated with an angular velocity ω. The motion of the solid body is pre-described by
the angular velocity ω as given by Eq. 40.

5 Numerical results

In this section, the numerical results of the test cases described in the preceding section are presented. The test
cases are simulated with varying agglomeration thresholds (α = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5), polynomial orders
(p = 1, 2, 3), and spatial dimensions (D = 2, 3), except for the rotating torus case, which exclusively involves
a 3D setup. To quantify the effect of agglomeration, we calculate the condition number of the mass and
spatial operator matrices corresponding to the terms presented in Eq. 3. Two condition numbers are computed
according to the simulation scale: the global condition number, denoted by κg, and the stencil condition
number, denoted by κs. Global condition numbers are obtained by providing the global mass and operator
matrices of the overall system using MATLAB’s built-in cond command. The stencil condition numbers are
computed for each cut cell by providing its stencil structure with direct neighbors using LAPACK’s dgecon
routine. For cases with agglomeration threshold α = 0, it is observed that infinite values (‘Inf’) arise during
the computations due to entries smaller than the machine epsilon in the discretizations corresponding to
extremely small cuts. These entries are excluded from the results and their simulations are indicated with an
asterisk in the provided tables.

Furthermore, the proposed agglomeration algorithm demonstrates consistency in condition numbers across
different processor counts since it effectively exchanges information about cut cells in processor boundaries.
Consequently, the number of processors becomes indifferent for the condition number study, so the simulations
are performed with varying numbers of processors: 1 for low-degree 2D setups and 4, 8, 16, and 32 for more
demanding test cases.
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5.1 Vanishing sphere

Figure 11: Instantaneous visualization of the 3D vanishing sphere test case with p = 1 and α = 0.5 at the
first time step. The embedded sphere is shown on the left with background mesh and the x-component of the
velocity resulting from the rotation, while the agglomeration groups with cut cells are shown on the right.
The interface between subdomains A and B is highlighted with blue color. The red glyphs illustrate the
agglomeration mapping from source to target cells in A.

The vanishing sphere test case is simulated within a computational domain characterized by equal dimensions
along each axis (Lx = Ly = Lz), as depicted in Figure 9. The domain is discretized using a uniform
Cartesian grid with 30 × 30 cells in 2D and 30 × 30 × 30 cells in 3D. The sphere’s initial radius is set
as rs,0 = 0.6Lx, and a constant shrinkage rate is defined such that the sphere fully vanishes at the end of
the simulation, i.e. dr

dt = 1/T . The sphere is subjected to an angular velocity around z-axis, resulting in
Re = 2ρUrs/µ=500. The simulation period is determined as one revolution of the sphere around its axis, i.e.
T = 2π/|Ω|, while temporal discretization is achieved using an implicit Euler time scheme with 100 time
steps, i.e. dt = T/100.
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Figure 12: Percentage of the agglomerated cut cells for the fluid phase (A) during the vanishing sphere test
case in 2D (left) and 3D (right).

Figure 11 illustrates an example of the instantaneous simulation results for the chosen 3D simulation
configuration with α = 0.5. The agglomeration groups are demonstrated with the respective mapping
via glyphs directing from the source cells to their paired target cells. Furthermore, Figure 12 depicts the
corresponding agglomerated cell numbers for the subdomain A over the course of simulations, which see a
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constant decrease due to the shrinkage of the sphere. The variations of the agglomerated cell numbers in the
cases with α = 0 correspond to the topological changes occurring occasionally and are the same for every
simulation, regardless of the small-cut threshold.
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Figure 13: Global condition numbers for the mass (left) and operator (right) matrices in the transient 2D
(top) and 3D (bottom) vanishing sphere test cases with polynomial degree p = 1 and varying agglomeration
threshold α. Note that ‘Inf’ entries computed for the mass matrix, which correspond to the jumps at operator
matrices, are excluded in the figure.

The global condition numbers for the simulations with p = 1 in 2D and 3D are presented in Figure 13 in time
series since the simulation considers a dynamically changing shape over time. As can be seen in the figure,
the condition numbers exhibit slight variations corresponding to changes in the shape and the associated
cut cell structure. Notably, the most significant fluctuations occur in the instances where no agglomeration
is present for small-cut cells, denoted by α = 0, showcasing remarkable jumps over time. This disparity
becomes more pronounced, particularly in mass matrices, owing to their orthonormalization. As the number
of agglomerated cells gradually decreases due to the shrinkage of the sphere’s domain (B), the effect of
agglomeration disappears and the condition numbers match with each other toward the end of the simulations,
resulting in the same minimum values. These qualitative trends are observed for all configurations of different
polynomial degrees, with only discrepancies in the magnitudes of the condition numbers. Therefore, the
maximum condition numbers for the simulations are summarized in Table 1.

It is evident from the numerical values, presented in Fig. 13 and Tab. 1, that the condition numbers are
strongly dependent on the presence of agglomeration. Specifically, cases with α = 0.0 exhibit considerably
higher condition numbers for the mass matrices, often surpassing additional three orders of magnitude.
Remarkably, these disparities are more accentuated in the maximum condition numbers of operator matrices,
occasionally reaching magnitudes such as 7.12 × 1019 or 7.12 × 1020 during simulations. This situation
is attributed to the presence of infinite entries in the mass matrices corresponding to these extreme values,
which are excluded in the table. These specific simulations are denoted with an asterisk. Regarding the
impact of the agglomeration threshold, it is notable that an increased agglomeration threshold corresponds to
diminished condition numbers. A clear trend emerges for the mass matrices, indicating a consistent decrease
in condition numbers as more cut cells are agglomerated as shown in Fig. 12. These mass matrices exhibit
an approximate halving of their condition numbers from α = 0.1 to α = 0.2. This trend persists until the
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Table 1: Maximum condition numbers for the vanishing sphere test case
2D global numbers(κg)

p = 1 p = 2 p = 3
α Mass Op Mass Op Mass Op
0 4.48e8 1.04e3 1.06e9* 4.36e20 5.85e8* 7.12e19
0.1 2.55e5 1.10e3 2.91e6 5.80e3 1.41e7 1.39e4
0.2 7.37e4 1.05e3 8.82e5 4.91e3 4.05e6 1.14e4
0.3 4.25e4 1.04e3 4.87e5 4.36e3 2.48e6 1.01e4
0.4 2.80e4 9.89e2 3.17e5 4.09e3 1.37e6 8.99e3
0.5 2.06e4 8.85e2 2.31e5 3.90e3 9.87e5 8.99e3

3D stencil numbers(κs)

0 6.00e8 7.88e1 2.29e10 3.95e2 4.68e13* 2.05e22
0.1 2.71e5 8.31e1 4.03e6 3.90e2 2.41e7 1.40e3
0.2 1.07e5 7.13e1 1.33e6 3.52e2 6.14e6 1.33e3
0.3 5.71e4 6.40e1 7.14e5 3.05e2 3.61e6 1.17e3
0.4 4.11e4 6.36e1 8.29e5 2.77e2 3.61e6 1.08e3
0.5 3.16e4 6.32e1 4.11e5 2.65e2 1.45e6 9.59e2

*Maximum value excluding ‘Inf’ entries

agglomeration threshold α = 0.3, although the numerical values then exhibit a gradual shift with higher
thresholds. For operator matrices, the condition numbers do not yield a particular trend with α and display
similar values with each other as a result of the underlying orthonormalization of the bases. If the bases were
not orthonormalized, the influence of agglomeration would be reflected in the operator matrices, while the
values for the mass matrices would be lower, but the overall system would have higher condition numbers.

5.2 Colliding spheres

To simulate the colliding sphere test case, a rectangular computational domain with Lx = 2Ly = 2Lz is
discretized into a uniform grid of 64 × 32 cells in 2D and 64 × 32 × 32 cells in 3D. The spheres, each
with a radius rs = 0.15Lx, are positioned at ±1.5rs relative to the origin in x-axis. They are assigned
with velocities directed toward each other, resulting in Re = ρus2rs/µ = 1000. The simulation period
is determined such that the spheres interchange their initial positions at the end of the simulations, i.e.
T = 3rs/us and discretized into 100 time steps with an implicit Euler time scheme.

Figure 14 illustrates an example of 3D simulations executed on eight processors, at the instance just before
the collision. The global condition numbers calculated for the colliding sphere test cases with p = 1 are
presented in Figure 15. For both the 2D and 3D setups, it is evident that cases with α = 0.0 exhibit recurring
jumps during the simulations, reaching values 15 orders of magnitude larger than the rest due to the small-cut
problem. Moreover, ‘Inf’ entries emerge in the MATLAB calculations for the mass matrices corresponding
to these jumps, mirroring patterns observed in other test cases. This behavior becomes more noticeable
in the 3D case due to its larger mass structure. However, the application of agglomeration significantly
reduces the condition numbers, demonstrating its efficiency in addressing the small-cut problem. Overall,
the increasing agglomeration thresholds lead to decreasing condition numbers for mass matrices, which
is consistent with observations in the other scenarios. For the operator matrices, a particular trend is not
observed with agglomeration threshold α. A summary of the calculated condition numbers is provided in
Table 2.

5.3 Rotating popcorn and torus

2D and 3D popcorn-like shapes are described in square and cubic computational domains with a dimension of
Lx as illustrated in Figure 16 and rotated in z-axis. The core radius of the shape is determined as rp = 0.6Lx.
An angular velocity corresponding to Reynold number (2ρUrp/µ) of 1000 is applied to the pseudo-solid
phase. The mesh resolution is varied as 16×16 and 32×32, 64×64, and 128×128 in 2D and as 16×16×16,
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Figure 14: Instantaneous visualization of the 3D colliding spheres test case with p = 1 and α = 0.3 just
prior to the collision at t ≈ T/6. The simulation’s black outline depicts the individual processor boundaries,
symmetrically dividing each axis into two. The background mesh is shown partially with the x-component
of the velocity resulting from the rotation. The agglomeration groups with cut cells are shown with red
glyphs indicating the agglomeration mapping from source to target cells in A, while the interface between
subdomains A and B is highlighted with blue color.

Table 2: Maximum condition numbers for the colliding spheres test case
2D global numbers(κg)

p = 1 p = 2 p = 3
α Mass Op Mass Op Mass Op
0 8.10e8* 1.38e20 1.94e9* 1.70e20* 6.09e8* 1.68e22
0.1 2.28e5 2.04e3 2.47e6 3.93e3 1.22e7 7.81e3
0.2 6.96e4 1.98e3 1.05e6 2.52e3 4.87e6 6.36e3
0.3 5.15e4 1.96e3 5.67e5 1.96e3 3.06e6 4.56e3
0.4 5.15e4 1.92e3 5.67e5 1.95e3 3.06e6 4.06e3
0.5 3.38e4 1.90e3 3.35e5 1.95e3 1.63e6 3.53e3

3D stencil numbers (κs)

0 2.74e10 1.40e2 3.47e10* 1.43e23 1.07e10* 1.11e23*
0.1 3.58e5 8.28e1 4.31e6 4.09e2 2.45e7 1.47e3
0.2 1.91e5 7.47e1 2.43e6 3.28e2 1.39e7 1.22e3
0.3 8.09e4 6.15e1 9.66e5 2.87e2 5.60e6 1.10e3
0.4 7.55e4 6.15e1 9.48e5 2.65e2 5.66e6 9.94e2
0.5 8.69e4 7.36e1 9.55e5 2.55e2 5.95e6 8.41e2

*Maximum number excluding ‘Inf’ entries

32× 32× 32 in 3D. The simulations are conducted until the rotated shapes reach their symmetry axis (i.e.,
T = 2π/|5Ω|) and discretized into 80 time steps.

Analogously, the 3D rotating torus is placed in a cubic domain with Lx as illustrated in Figure 17 and rotated
in y-axis with an angular velocity corresponding to Re = 2ρrmaU/µ = 1000. The major and minor radiuses
are defined as rma = 0.39Lx and rmi = 0.26Lx, respectively. The mesh resolution is varied as 16× 16× 16
and 32× 32× 32. The simulation period is determined as T = π/|4Ω| and discretized into 25 time steps.
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Figure 15: Global condition numbers for the mass (left) and operator matrices (middle, right) in the 2D
(top) and 3D (bottom) colliding spheres test cases with polynomial degree p = 1 and varying agglomeration
threshold α. Note that ‘Inf’ entries computed for the mass matrix, which correspond to the jumps at operator
matrices, are excluded in the figure.

Figure 16: Instantaneous visualization of the 2D (left) and 3D (right) rotating popcorn test case with p = 3
and α = 0.5 at the third time step resolved on domains with a resolution of 32 cells in each axes. The
embedded shapes are displayed on the background mesh with the x-component of the velocity resulting from
the rotation. The interface between subdomains A and B is highlighted with blue color. The red glyphs
illustrate the agglomeration mappings from source to target cells in A.

The global condition numbers for the 2D rotating popcorn are presented in Figure 18, whereas the stencil
condition numbers for 3D simulations are presented in Figure 19. Additionally, Figure 17 provides a visual
comparison of the stencil condition numbers between α = 0.0 and α = 0.5 for an example simulation
of the 3D rotating torus test case. As can be seen in the figures, the condition numbers demonstrate a
consistent behavior with other test cases. The application of small-cut agglomeration significantly reduces
the condition numbers, which otherwise reach extreme values and can even become infinite. For instance,
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Figure 17: Instantaneous visualization of the 3D rotating torus test case with 32 × 32 × 32 cells, p = 3,
α = 0 (left) and α = 0.5 (right) at the first time step. The embedded shapes are displayed on the background
mesh with the stencil condition number κs. The interface between subdomains A and B is highlighted with
blue color. The red glyphs illustrate the agglomeration mappings from source to target cells in A.
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Figure 18: Global condition numbers (κs) for the mass matrices in the 2D rotating popcorn test case with
varying grid resolution, polynomial degree p, and agglomeration threshold α. The infinite condition numbers
originating from extremely small-cuts in simulations with α = 0 are excluded.

the 3D configurations of the popcorn shape with 32 × 32 × 32 cells, α = 0 and p = 2, 3, and the torus
with the same configuration but with p = 3 lead to completely infinite condition numbers, providing clear
examples of ill-conditioned systems. Subsequently, the incremental increase in agglomeration thresholds
leads to only gradual reductions in the condition numbers, displaying a gentle slope across various resolutions
and polynomial degrees.
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Figure 19: Stencil condition numbers (κs) for the mass matrices in the 3D rotating popcorn (a,b) and torus
(c,d) test cases with varying grid resolution, polynomial degree p, and agglomeration threshold α. The infinite
condition numbers originating from extremely small-cuts are excluded. The rotating popcorn with p = 2, 3
and the torus with p = 3 lead to complete infinite values with a grid resolution of 32.

Conversely, finer grids and increased polynomial degrees contribute to higher condition numbers. Doubling
the mesh resolution leads to an increase in the number of small-cut cells as well as a decrease in their size.
Consequently, the presented condition numbers approximately increase to fourfold in the 2D setup and
eightfold in the 3D setups for each mesh refinement. Nevertheless, a consistent pattern in the maximum
numbers for the simulations with α = 0 is not discernible since the infinite values are excluded. A similar
dynamic is also observed for the increases in polynomial degrees as the number of DOF grows with higher
degrees.

6 Conclusion and outlook

In this work, we have presented a cell agglomeration approach for eXtended discontinuous Galerkin methods
using a parallel algorithm that can seamlessly deal with cut cells originating from complex geometries, moving
boundaries, and topology changes in both 2- and 3-dimensional spaces. Our recipe distinguishes direct and
chain agglomeration routines and provides complementary sections to create appropriate agglomeration
mappings without leading to cycles. Furthermore, agglomeration levels are introduced in order to maintain
the sequential order of the mathematical operations associated with the pairs in chain and inter-processor
agglomerations. It is then demonstrated that the local agglomeration pairs can be substituted with their lower-
level equivalents, resulting in reduced computational costs. The proposed algorithm can be implemented
using sparse matrix-vector and matrix-matrix operations as well as basic graph theory. Therefore, it does not
require mesh manipulation, making it easier to implement.

Additionally, we have exhibited selection criteria that result in efficient and unique mappings, independent
of the processor numbers, and implemented our algorithm into the BoSSS software package. Subsequently,
the algorithm is successfully tested against parallel simulations of demanding test cases inspired by realistic
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applications, which are characterized by significant irregularities or topological transformations. During these
test cases, the condition numbers corresponding to varying agglomeration thresholds were computed and
compared to each other. The application of cell agglomeration significantly reduced the condition numbers,
addressing the small-cut problem. Furthermore, a clear trend between increasing threshold and decreasing
condition numbers is observed.

In our future work, we aim to further enhance the capabilities of BoSSS by introducing advanced routines
for memory usage and parallelization in iterative solvers, eventually making it a robust tool for addressing
complex multiphase problems with high-performance computing.
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